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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AN ARK

The text describes god speaking to
Atram-Hasis, a Sumerian king who is
the Noah �gure in earlier versions of
the ark story. 

He says: 'Wall, wall! Reed wall, reed
wall! Atram-Hasis, pay heed to my
advice, that you may live forever!
Destroy your house, build a boat;
despise possessions And save life!
Draw out the boat that you will built
with a circular design; Let its length
and breadth be the same.'

The ancient Babylonian text describes
the ark as a round 220-ft diameter
coracle with walls 20-ft high.

According to the tablet, the ark had
two levels and a roof on the top. 

The craft was divided into sections to
divide the various animals into their
own sections.

The 60 lines of text, which Dr Finkel
describes as a 'detailed construction
manual for building an ark', claims the
craft was built using ropes and reeds
before being smeared with bitumen to
make it waterproof.

A PRICELESS TABLET

The artefact was discovered in the
Middle East by Leonard Simmons, who
indulged his passion for history while
serving in the RAF from 1945 to 1948.  

The relic was passed to his son
Douglas, who took it to Dr Finkel to
translate. 

The tablet went on display at the British
Museum today, and soon engineers will
follow the ancient instructions to see
whether the vessel could actually have
sailed

Was Noah's Ark ROUND? 3,700-year-
old clay tablet reveals giant boat was
made out of reeds and bitumen 

Dr Irving Finkel has translated cuneiform text on an 3,700-old clay tablet 

The ancient script details the Mesopotamian story of Noah's Ark 

The text also contains instructions on how to build an ark to escape a �ood 

But its describes the craft as being a round 220-ft diameter coracle 

The design is very di�erent to the popular imagining of a traditional ship 

By MARK PRIGG  
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It was a vast boat that saved two of each animal and a handful of humans from a
catastrophic �ood.

But a controlversial new theory claims that in fact, Noah's Ark was round - and made
of reeds.

a leading academic claims a recently deciphered 4,000-year-old tablet from ancient
Mesopotamia (modern-day Iraq) reveals the striking new details about the roots of
the Old Testament tale of Noah. 

It tells a similar story, complete with
detailed instructions for building a giant
round vessel known as a coracle — as
well as the key instruction that animals
should enter 'two by two.'

The tablet went on display at the British
Museum today, and soon engineers will
follow the ancient instructions to see
whether the vessel could actually have
sailed.

It's also the subject of a new book, "The Ark Before Noah," by Irving Finkel, the
museum's assistant keeper of the Middle East and the man who translated the tablet.

Finkel got hold of it a few years ago, when a man brought in a damaged tablet his
father had acquired in the Middle East after World War II. 

It was light brown, about the size of a mobile phone and covered in the jagged
cuneiform script of the ancient Mesopotamians.

'It was really a heart-stopping moment — the discovery that the boat was to be a
round boat,' said Finkel, who sports a long gray beard, a ponytail and boundless
enthusiasm for his subject. 

'That was a real surprise.'

Finkel believes a round boat makes sense. 

Coracles were widely used as river taxis in ancient Iraq and are perfectly designed to
bob along on raging �oodwaters.

'It's a perfect thing,' Finkel said. 'It never sinks, it's light to carry.'

Elizabeth Stone, an expert on the antiquities of ancient Mesopotamia at New York's
Stony Brook University, said it made sense that ancient Mesopotamians would depict
their mythological ark in that shape.

The tablet records a Mesopotamian god's instructions for building a giant vessel,
two-thirds the size of a soccer �eld in area, made of rope, reinforced with wooden
ribs and coated in bitumen.

Finkel said that on paper (or stone) the boat-building orders appear sound, but he
doesn't yet know whether it would have �oated. 

A television documentary due to be broadcast later this year will follow attempts to
build the ark according to the ancient manual.

The �ood story recurs in later
Mesopotamian writings including the
'Epic of Gilgamesh.' 

These versions lack the technical
instructions — cut out, Finkel believes,
because they got in the way of the
storytelling.

'It would be like a Bond movie where
instead of having this great sexy red car
that comes on, somebody starts to tell
you about how many horsepower it's got
and the pressure of the tires and the
capacity of the boot (trunk),' he said. 

'No one cares about that. They want the
car chase.'

'Already in 1872 people were writing about it in a worried way — What does it mean
that Holy Writ appears on this piece of Weetabix?" he joked, referring to a cereal
similar in shape to the tablet.

Finkel said he has no doubts.

'I'm sure the story of the �ood and a boat to rescue life is a Babylonian invention,' he
said.

He believes the tale was likely passed on to the Jews during their exile in Babylon in
the 6th century B.C. 

And he doesn't think the tablet provides evidence the ark described in the Bible
existed. He said it's more likely that a devastating real �ood made its way into folk
memory, and has remained there ever since.

'The idea that �oods are caused by sin is happily still alive among us,' he added,
pointing out a local councilor in England who made headlines recently for saying
Britain's recent storms were caused by the legalization of gay marriage.

'Had I known it, it would have gone in the preface of the book,' Finkel said.

Noah's Ark is typically portrayed at a traditional ship, such as in this Italian mid-16th century
painting

Irving Finkel, curator in charge of cuneiform clay tablets at the British Museum, poses with the
4000 year old clay tablet containing the story of the Ark and the �ood, that claims the Ark was
actually round

New revelation: According to an ancient Babylonian tablet, Noah's Ark was a 220-ft wide
coracle - the equivalent of six London buses - with walls 20-ft high

The 4000 year old clay tablet containing the story of the Ark and the �ood stands on display at
the British Museum in London

Irving Finkel, curator in charge of cuneiform clay tablets at the British Museum, poses with the
4000 year old clay tablet containing the story of the Ark and the �ood.
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Cardiff supporter, Cardiff, 4 years ago

Noah was a farmer who built a larger version of the locally used coracle. An earlier earth quake
warned him that the natural dam holding back the Mediterranean would likely breach and flood the
lower land. As the story says a large round boat was built, similar to a round inflatable lifeboat but
instead of rubber rings reeds. As Thor Heyerdahl created in his second adventure Ra 2 large reed
like ropes bound together. He took 2 of each of his farming stock and his family and survived to
make history. What's the problem?
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Alex 01, Los Angeles, United States, 4 years ago

The first records of the flood myth in the Middle East were in a series of cuneiform tablets
uncovered in the early 1870s, translated by George Smith, and published in his book "Chaldean
Account of Genesis" in 1875. The stories are a very early (First Empire) Babylonian account of
what later got written up as the Book of Genesis in the Hebrew Scriptures. These tablets are dated
to around 2500 to 2100 BCE predating the writing of Genesis. In all probability these tales came
from earlier Sumerian myths from about 3500 BCE. The Book of Genesis wasn't actually included
into the Pentateuch until about 750 BCE. Interestingly, one culture that doesn't have a flood myth is
Egypt. If it was a world-wide deluge how is it that the older culture of Egypt doesn't have this myth?
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St. James, Ireland, 4 years ago

maybe the bible is a true account, after all???
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Peter, Kingston, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

After all what? Centuries of scientific proof it's definitely not accurate...???
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Pete, Shepherds Bush, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

I remember seeing a cartoon on the funny pages of a pair of dinosaurs watching the Ark sail away
and one is saying, "Dang... That was today?"
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Pete, Shepherds Bush, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

Did he drop the marsupials off in Australia en route or was that a separate trip?
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Pete, Shepherds Bush, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

It's nice they were able to get Noah himself to pose for the picture...
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Mark, Miami, United States, 4 years ago

Record freezing temp's. It must be global warming.
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Pete, Shepherds Bush, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

How jolly... Another one that doesn't know the difference between local weather and
global climate. Were you also absent the day they were teaching statistics?
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Tigerbob, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

Thought this was the science pages. Religion isn't science. A large round boat may have existed
though.
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Peter, Kingston, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

"science depends on testing. observing and repeating" - That now very well-verified
science irrefutably disproves all creationist lies. Evolution is observed, proven,
understood, simple and contradicted by absolutely nothing. (except silly man-made
fables, which don't count. In the 9th century this rubbish could be excused, but in the 21st
century it's an utter disgrace!!)
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Legion, For I am many, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

I wonder if Nigel's remedial school description of blink-of-an-eye equine speciation counts
as an example of what c r e t i n s like him refer to as "macro evolution." For creationists,
reality moves in mysterious ways.
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Lila Rodrigues, London, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

The day some one gives hard evidence of the existence of Noah Ark I think people on here would
have a heart attack because that would mean that the bible is reliable and that god exist and I think
all atheists then will convert and try and say that there were going through a insane period before.
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The Blue Iguana, North Side, Jamaica, 4 years ago

Well, if I write a book that the sky is blue and the moon is made out of cheese, what will
you say? The sky IS blue, so therefore the moon must be made out of cheese?
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Peter, Kingston, United Kingdom, 4 years ago

Lila Rodrigues - Forget your 'hard evidence'! We have ABSOLUTE proof the bible is not
reliable. There are many, many, many, many totally independent branches of science that
prove it's all a fantasy. If science is beyond your grasp, there's simple logic. Simple logic
that even a small child can understand that proves the ark is a made-up myth.
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Phil, Hull, 4 years ago

Every day is April Fools day in the DM science section
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